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COLLABORATION BETWEEN TESTING AND CONTENT SPECIALISTS

TO IMPROVE TEACHER-MADE TESTS

Freda M. Holley

Austin Independent School District

We in the Austin Independent School District became interested in

evaluation and testing skills of teachers when we began compiling district and

school averages on competency ratings given to teachers on the annual teacher

evaluation form. When ratings on 46 competencies were examined, these were

among the lowest rated in 1979:

Prepares appropriate test and evaluation activities to

measure student learning.

Interprets own tests and evaluation activities accurately.

Documents student progress effectively.

In 1980, 1981, and 1982, this continued to be the case (Totusek, 1982).

These competencies had initially been included in Austin Independent

School District's new professional evaluation system becauEe teachers, parents,

supervisors, and administrators had given these competencies the highest ratings

of importance. Therefore, the= low ratings seemed worthy of real concern.

Later national research findings came to our attention which contributed

to our estimate of the importance of teacher testing competencies. For example,

Ron Edmunds'description of effective schools noted, "Pupil progress is monitored

frcquently. The teachers use frcquent classroom tests to monitor student progress

toward instructional objectives" (Edmunds, 1979). A study conducted by the
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Center for the Study of Evaluation (1982) found that large amounts of time, as

much as 1T; at the high school level, went to testing; fully three-quarters of

this testing time was consumed with teacher-developed tests. Yet, the study

pointed out that while teachers relied mostly on their own tests for decision-

making, administrators rarely reviewed or evaluated these tests and tended to

focus their attention on state or district-mandated tests (Center for the

Study of Evaluation. 1982).

All of these findings suggest that school districts as well as

teacher preparation programs should devote serious attention to the improve-

ment of teacher skills in this area. In Austin ISD, some initial steps in

this direction have been taken. This paper outlines three activities under-

taken.

Evaluating Teacher Tests

First, administrators had to look at exams. To initiate this, the

director of secondary education required junior high principals to collect and

review samples of their teachers' tests. Principals found this activity re-

vealing. Teachers became aware of the importance of their exam quality and

appearance.

The following year both juniur and senior high principals collected

three exams from each teacher. A study of these tests was contracted to local

university staff (Measurement and Evaluation Center, University of Texas at

Austin). They scored these exams using the checklist and criteria shown as

attachments 1 to 3. This study produced a districtwide summary addressed to

principals. The summary showed that:

. There was good variety in the types of itens on the tests. (See

Table 1, Attachment 4.) There was not too much reliance on one

item type.
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Overall, the tests ware good. (See Table 2, Attachment 5.) How-

ever, there was also room for improvement. For example, 30% of

the directions given were not fully adequate.

Also, some items at every level of Bloom's Taxonomy appeared on

the tests. (See Table 3, Attachment 6.) But the percentage of

items at the higher level was low.

The study concluded that staff development would be beneficial.

A script for a faculty meeting was prepared to assist principals in

returning the exams to teachers. Each teacher received one exam with a feed-

back sheet. The script also helped principals to explain the purposes of the

study and to lead the faculty in generating needs and identifying resources

for staff development on testing competencies. (See Attachment 7.)

A number of districtwide staff development sessions on testing have

occurred. However, an improvement need of the kind indicated by our current

data can only be remedied by a long range intensive effort.

Test Item Bank Projects

A more immediate instrumental way to improve teacher tests is to

work with them to create item banks. AISD's social studies and science in-

structional coordinators, with some support from our Office of Research and

Evaluation, have been working with their teachers for three years to develop

item banks. In social studies there are currently banks for American History

and World History. The World History batik is organized by historical perials

such as "Prehistory." Each item is currently recorded on a card with base

information on item form, behavior level (from Bloom Taxonomy), scholastic

level, state curriculum goals and objectives and item source. Eventually

both item banks can be computerized far efficient word processing.
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Item banks are actually useful in three ways. First, the teachers

participating in the development receive a great deal of staff development in

a practical, acceptable format. Through direct and immediate application

teacher competency is likely to increase. Second, student evaluation is likely

to be higher in quality through better tests. And, third, teacher time will be

saved from test development to test production.

Long-range Staff Development

The social studies coordinator initiated a staff development effort

to improve social studies teachers' testing competencies following the receipt

of the first year's data showing inadequacies in that area. This involved the

development of a notebook with testing information such as test company bro-

chures on definitions and test construction, training sessions with ORE staff

on test construction and how to deal with student test anxiety, and sessions

led by the coordinator on interpreting and !Icing standardized test data.

Conclusion

Each )f the efforts described rbove is seen as a possible way to

impact teache- competencies for student evaluation. Undoubtedly, they have

been beneficial. The fact remains, however, that the teacher evaluation data

continues to show that these competencies are low. My experiences indicate

to me that we are unlikely to make a significant difference in this area unless

it becomes a real districtwide priority. Unfortunately, district priorities

tend to focus on desegregation, reorganization, budgets, bond issues, and other

non-instructional matters. Nevertheless, the promise of payoff, however limited,

leaves this an area to which we still try to devote whatever attention we can.
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EXAM RATING SHEET Attachment 1

Teacher ID No.
Subject

Yoa will find below a mammy of the characteristics of the attached ten based ma a sumpling of the content of

the test. This ernmary includes a conaklendon of appearance, directions, specific types of items, freedom from

item bias, mid levels of Bloom's taxonomy. The abode used in deacribing the test arc derived from generally

accepted standards of mat cosign:cam

Feedback on Teachm-Pdade Tests

Gt;od Fsk marginal

Appearance (legthilly, organitatkm, maims) [ 1 [ 1 [ 1

Meadow Always Sometimes Seldom

Proemial for me& mcdon [ 1 [ I 1 1

Good Fair mallizial

Clarity [ 1 [ 1 E 1

Analysis off Ilene

The desirable charecteastics for sr* item type am listed below. If the characteristic could not be rated, it was

kift blank

Multi* Choke

The pima that introduces the item (stem) dimly
states the ptoblem.

Uy
I

Somethnes

1

Rately

1

A single idea is tested in se& item. 1 1 I 1

Avoids use of aspens and/or double nepaves hi

item. I 1 1 1

The Imeth of response opdons in each item is
coexistent.

1 1 E 1 E 1

GUITM116:11 dna to the correa answer are absent. E 1 E 1 i 1

The response opdons em indented and in column form. I l E 1 E 1

Avoids use of "All of the abaft,* "Nom of the above." E 1 E 1 E l

True-False
Avoids use of "always" and "never" in the items. I l I 1 I I

Avoids um of nsptives in *stating the items. E 1 I 1 ( 1

A dingle Wu is tested in each item. I l I l 1 l

Demi are brinf and to the point. I 1 I 1 C I

Comp!edon
Only one blank specs is included in -each item. E l I 1 I 1

Blank spaces occur at the end of the sentence. E 1 E 1 C 1

Grammatical clues to the correct answer am

abloom.
E 1 I 1 E 1

Items me worded to limit the range of poesible

aamen. C 1 E 1 E l



Attachment 3

GLOSSARY'OF RATING STANDARDS

1. Appearance, (legibility, organization, neatness):

rata the overall quality of the appearance of the test, taking into
account haw easy it is to read the test, its legibility, neatness, the
orgsnizatiam or lAyout of the sections of the test, and duplication quality.

Good tostlmeets tha appearance criteria listed above
Pair -.test meets several, but not most, of the criteria above
.Mazignal se test masts few or none of the criteria above

2. Directions:

A. Present for each section -- scan through tht entire test to identify
each separate group of item types; check
to see If directions are Witt= OUt

Always everi separate group of items is accompanied by instructions
Sometimes directions are usually present for eaCh section
Seldom written directions are present for only ana or two sections,

or are not present at all

B. Clarity -- carefully reed the directions that are pressnt for eadh
section of items an the test; rata the directions in terms
of haw clearly they instruct the student as to what he/She
is to do in ansverimg the questions or responding to items.

Good directions are clear and unambiguous; student knows what to do
Fair op there is same uncertainty as to haw to answer,the items
Marginal it is difficult to know what to do to anewer the items, or

there are conflicting instructions; vague or ambiguous

3. Analysis of ItemS:

Usually the items that were sampled mat the standard or guideline the
majority of the time

Sometimes the standard or guideline was set less than half of the time
far the items sampled

Rarely only one or two of the items sampled (ornone) mat the standard

4. Coverage of Bloom's Tazonomy:

Many of the Items the majority of the items sampled measured this level
Some of the Items lass than half of the items sampled measured this level
Very Few of the Items only one or two or none of the items sampled

measured this level

NOTE: If you are unabl6 to rata any particular characteristic of the test,
leave the response categories blank.



TABLE 1

ITEM TYPES INCLUDED ON TILE TESTS

ITEM TYPE YES . NO

MUltiple Choice

True/False

Completion

MatChing

Essay

49%

31%

45%

42%

41%

51%

69%

55%

58%

59%

n = 1,978 tests



TABLE 2

GLOBAL EVALUATIONS OF THE TEACHER-MADE TESTS

CRITERION GOOD FAIR WARGINAL

Quality of Test
Appearance 697 257 6%

Adequacy of test
Directions 70% 19% 11%

Performance in Meeting
Item Writing Standards 59% 38% 3%

n = 1,978 tests



Attachment 6

TABLE 3

COVERAGE OF THE LEVELS OF BLOOM' S TAXONOMY

MANY SOME VERY FEW
LEVEL ITEM ITEMS ITEMS

KNOWLEDGE 777. 157. 8%

COMPREHENSION 207. 37% 437.

APPLICATION 13% 33% 547.

ANALYSIS 4% 23% 73%

SYNTHESIS 1% 107. 89%

EVALUATION 17. 14% 85%

n 1,978 tests



Attachment 7

DEPAWMENTAL STUDENT EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE

Department

High School

Date

Areas of strength in student evaluation and testing in this de-
partment:

1.

2.

4.

5.

B. Areas that we can improve in student evaluation and testing in
this department:

1.

2.

3.
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